
555 GOLF ACADEMY 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

‘SHORT GAME DRILLS’ 
 

‘PSR TIME’ 
 
Recently a ‘PGA Event Announcer’ commented on how much longer one of the leaders was 

taking for his ‘Putting PSR’ than he took for his ‘Tee-Box and Fairway Shots’. “Well I guess!” 

 

There is a lot more to do and we are threading a more readily recognized needle! Although I want 

to tell you that one should always ‘Thread The Needle In Every Golf Shot’. They are all to a 

‘Precise Quarter Sized Target’. Right? IF you do not agree or understand, write your ‘555 

Team’  ‘FAST’ and ‘ASK US!’ to explain further. 

 

When we ‘Visualize and PSR A Tee, Fairway or Approach Shot’ we should accomplish every 

step that we employ for the ‘Putting and Chipping PSR’ except, generally, ‘Pacing Off The Shot’. 

The British will often pace their ‘Approach Shots’. This above all, you ‘MUST Know Your 

Yardages’ before you pull the trigger!  

 

Golf is just ‘Distance and Direction’. Do NOT overlook either! Gather data so you can optimize 

your success and happiness! 

 

You should accomplish your ‘Six PSR Steps’ before ever executing your ‘Putting and Chipping 

Procedures’. The ‘Green Reading Components’ include viewing  1)Down The Line (‘DTL’ for 

Break = ‘Direction’), 2)Across The Line (‘ATL’ for Slope = ‘Distance and Speed’), 3)’Survey 

Around The Cup’ to check for any peculiarities, 4)Up The Line (‘UTL’ to confirm the ‘Break 

From The Slow End’ = ‘Direction’), 5)’Pace’ to determine ‘Distance and Energy Management 

or ‘Stroke Length (‘BHTD’) and 6)’Final DTL’ to Refresh The Mental Image’.  

 

Once these ‘Six PSR Steps’ are completed, your ‘Data Base’ will make you ‘Comfortable’. You 

have prepared like a pro. Some don’t! 

 

Back to the issue of this taking more time. Of course it does! When we accomplish ‘Steps # 2 

through #6, it take time! ‘ABOUT TWO SECONDS PER STEP!’ So a twenty-footer may take 

about 80 seconds. But we are immediately rewarded for our ‘Diligence’!  

 

Never leave home without ‘IT’! 

 

 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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